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Abstract 
Considering the electron states inside and outside the solid, we derive a formula of photoemission intensity. A general 
theoretical way to determine electronic structures of solids from ARPES experiments is outlined. It is shown that the 
spectral function inside the solids cannot be measured directly by ARPES, the effects of free electron states on the 
electronic structure observed by ARPES measurements must be considered, and the results from ARPES experiments 
cannot be understood until these results have been made consistent with a theoretical calculation. 
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1. Introduction 
Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) is accepted as a leading tool in the investigation of high-Tc 
superconductors [1], and a lot of works about ARPES using a one-band model have been reported [2-5]. We have 
observed that ARPES experiments contain very complex phenomena, some of which can be attributed to the ones known 
in other experiments. For example, a photoelectron associated with the deeper core-levels can be discriminated from the 
one associated with the Bloch bands, and an electron state inside the material must be distinguished from the one on the 
surface. Although the electron states inside the solids could be observed with photoelectrons, there is no method to 
clarify how to eliminate the effects of the electron states outside the solids.  
In fact, the usual suggestion in literatures is that the electron spectral function within the solid is directly observed by 
ARPES, but we find that this suggestion is not appropriate for the spectral functions of electron systems in strongly 
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correlated materials. This work derives the formula of photoemission intensity on a two-band model. It is shown that the 
electronic structures in the strongly correlated materials must be determined on the basis of combining the ARPES 
experiment with the solution of the theoretic model like the periodic Anderson model. This means that ARPES 
experiments cannot be understood until they have been made consistent with a theoretic calculation.  
 
2. Formula 
In order to find the electronic structure below the Fermi energy with the photoelectrons outside the solid, the wave 
functions both within and outside the solid must be described with the same Hamiltonian. Provided the effects of the 
surface of a crystal could be eliminated from the results observed in experiments, we consider the electron states both 
inside and outside the solid, and take the Hamiltonian form 
int0 HHH +=                                                                           (1) 
The interaction with photon is treated as the perturbation given by  
.intH ∇⋅≈
rrh A
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je
                                                                        (2) 
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rr ⋅∇ =0, Ar is the external classical vector potential. A common basis set for the starting point of the 
many-body calculation is just free-particle wave function )(xrψ = xkje rr
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kc  for good metals. However, the wave 
functions both within and outside the strongly correlated material should be described with other basic functions on the 
basis of the so-called superposition principle of states. These wave functions could be 
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where σqd r destroy an electron in q
r
state of spinσ inside the solid, and σkcr destroy an electron outside the solid. Thus we 
can take the form 
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where ddH − represent the interactions between electrons within the material, while the multi-band model, such as the 
one for cuprate superconductors, requires  
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and so on. This will give more complex model than Eq.(4). However, a ‘multi-band’ model could be reduced into a 
one-band model for the electronic properties of these materials, thus our discussion is limited to the model (4). Moreover, 
Eq.(6)-(15) below can be extended to other models. 
We can apply the Golden Rules in quantum mechanics to the many-particle theory, and write the transition rate 
between the N-electron initial state >Niψ and the final state >Nfψ in 
)(2
2
.int νδψψπ hEEHw NiNfNiNffi −−><= h                                              (6) 
It should be noted that both the final state Nfψ and the initial state Niψ are the states associated with the same 
Hamiltonian 0H , thus 
N
fψ is one of all possible initial states { Niψ } in Eq.(6). Because the effects of surface states are 
eliminated, the wave vector k
r
is seen as the conserved one. Particularly, this should be reasonable when k
r
is 
approximately parallel to the surface of the solid.  
We write 
>< NiNf H ψψ int = 11int −−<< NiNmkikf H ψψφφ
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as discussed in the literatures, the final state kf
rφ  and the initial state ki
rφ for single particle can be signed by the wave 
vector k
r
, thus we rewrite Eq.(7) as 
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electron states outside the solid, the counting rate of the photoelectrons per second per solid angle per energy interval is 
expressed in the form 
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where ip =
)( Ω−−− NE Nie μβ is the probability of one initial state, and∑
mi,
do not contain the summation over the wave 
vectors k
r
. It is necessary to note that >< −− 11 NiNm ψψ ≠ im,δ  because >−1Niψ and >−1Nfψ could not be the 
eigenfunctions of the same Hamiltonian. Since each transition from the initial state to the final one has a photoelectron 
which has wave vector k
r
, thus we can write >−1Niψ ~ >Nika ψσr , σka r should be neither σkd r nor σkc r  because 
>Niψ is not the eigenfunction of σσ kk dd rr+  or σσ kk cc rr+  . The σka r is the quasi-particle destruction operator, and >Niψ is 
the eigenfunction of σσ kk aa rr
+ . Eq.(8) becomes 
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where 1−NmE corresponds to the energy of the (N -1)-electron state 
1−N
mψ , other symbols follow Ref. [1]. The expression 
form of the intensity can be changed from Schrödinger to Heisenberg time-dependent operators with the aid of the 
integral 
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Using Eq. (12), we rewrite Eq.(10) as 
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one will find that this function is related to the spectral function [6] by 
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thus we get the expression 
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where kBE
r
is the energy of electron ( kBE
r
=0 at FE ) inside the solid. In the expressions above, we have used the total 
energy conservation φ+kinE = kBEh
r+ν  as given in Ref. [1].  It seems that Eq. (15) is similar to the form in the 
literatures, but it is shown that what ARPES experiments measure is the spectral function aA of quasi-particles which are 
related to the electrons both inside and outside the solid, instead of the one suggested by some authors.  
 
3. Results and discussions 
However, we will find that the electronic structures of the solid can be understood in Eq. (15). To find the spectral 
function ),,( ωσkAa
r
, we should calculate the Green’s function  
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with which we get the retarded function 
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To express our ideas, firstly, we take ddH − =0 in Eq.(4). This Hamiltonian can be diagonalized, or we get 
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It seems that σka r should be taken as either σαkr or σβkr . In fact, σka r should be σβkr due to the restriction of the Fermi 
function )( kB
a
F En
r
in Eq.(15) when we consider the electronic properties of materials, and then 
),,( kBa EkA
rr σ = )(2 ),0( −− kkBE επδ
r
in this example. Because ),0( −kε ≠ kε , due to the effect of the overlap matrix element 
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kM r , the electronic structure inside the solid could not be determined directly by ARPES experiments. However, 
one-band model for 0H could be taken for good metals, in this case, ),,( ωσkAa
r
is just the spectral function of the 
electron systems in these metals.  
  For actual materials, especially for some strongly correlated materials, we should consider other interactions 
ddH − ≠0. In this case, generally speaking, one finds 
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If we denote byω the solution of the equation 
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there should be two real solutions for ω , )(+kε and )(−kε , and the spectral function in regions where ),(Im ωk
rΣ =0 can 
be written as 
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The spectral function in the energy region where ),(Im ωkrΣ ≠0 can also be observed in the experiments, but it is not 
our focus in this work since it does not correspond to the quasi-particle spectral function. The spectral function 
),,( ωσkAa
r
should be taken as )(−cA . Moreover, 
)(−
cA is not the exact spectral function inside the solid, and
)(−
kε is also 
affected by kM r . This shows that the electronic structures in strongly correlated materials must be determined on the 
basis of combining ARPES experiment with the solution of the theoretic model. Some models similar to Eq.(4) have 
been solved as reported in the literatures, such as in these literatures [7-10]. Could they be applied to explain the 
electronic structures of strongly correlated materials? This has to be discriminated by experiments with Eq.(15).  
 
4. Summary 
This work derives the formula of photoemission intensity on the two-band model and discusses how to determine the 
 7
electronic structures in strongly correlated materials by ARPES experiments. Eqs.(1)-(15) do not depend on the 
following discussion in this work, and these equations show that the effects of the overlap matrix element kM r  must be 
eliminated when we intend to understand the results of ARPES experiments.  
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